8000S - CLEANING INFORMATION

VERSION. 11

1. ACCESSING THE CLEANING MENU
A. FINDING MENU

B. CLEANING OPTIONS

1. Gently double tap the
bottom right of screen
2. Select the home icon when
it displays
3. Select the care options tab

CLEANING PROGRAMS

CLEANLOCK

INSTRUCTIONS

Different cleaning options

A 15-second
countdown starts
and the screen is
deactivated. The
touch display can
now be cleaned by
wiping action.

Animated
instructions for the
weekly cleaning
procedures,
includes choc mixer
and combi spout.

1. System cleaning
2. Mixer rinsing
3. Milk system rinsing
4. Foamer rinsing

2. END OF DAY
CLEANING PROCESS

3. CLEANING INTERVALS
OVERVIEW

D

End Of Day Cleaning Process. This needs to
be performed daily. NOTE: WMF blue
cleaning container is required for cleaning.
PROCESS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Access the Care menu
Touch Cleaning programs
Touch System cleaning
Follow prompts to setup - Information /
instructions will be shown on the display
Machine will perform clean cycle Up to 14 mins
Pack away the cleaning containers

CAFIZA TABLET INSERTED
FOR BREWER
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SYSTEM CLEANING

RINZA TABLET INSERTED
FOR MILK SYSTEM.
DO NOT ADD WATER.

x

System cleaning

x

Clean Screen (CleanLock)

x

Grouts container cleaning
x

Clean the brewing unit

x

Drip tray cleaning

x

Milk System Manual Clean

x

Clean the mixer
x

Bean hopper cleaning

x

Clean powder hopper

For further information please refer to
care menu instructions or user manual

Cleaning instructions WMF 8000S Active Milk
Please refer to the User Manual.
Follow the overview of the cleaning interval schedule in the Care chapter in the
User Manual. Prior to the first cleaning, read the User Manual, Care chapter.

8000S

Cleaning agent
For daily cleaning: 1 special cleaning tablet for WMF milk system
Always use the cleaning container for cleaning. Do not add water.

Cleaning program Active Milk
1

2

The submenu
appears.

Touch

Touch

Touch

4

3

5

Touch

or

*

Touch

6

Cup table moves
downward.
Remove grounds
container, empty and
replace it.

7

Disconnect the milk hose
from the milk container.

11

12

Insert cleaning tablet into
the manual insert and
close.

Please immerse combi spout
at least weekly in cleaning
solution!
Touch

8

Put cleaning tablet into
the blue cleaning
container.
Do not add water.

13

Attention: Hot water
flows from the hot water
spout!
Touch

9

Plug on milk hose and turn
to the left.
Touch

10

Cleaning container
inserted.
Observe message!
Touch

14

Milk system cleaning starts.
Duration approx. 12
minutes

15

Re-start is carried out.

Touch

16*

Remove the cleaning
container and rinse
thoroughly. Attention hot!
Replace the cleaned milk
container.
Touch

* When cleaning with
the “switching off”
option the message
appears the next time
you switch on.

16.1
The hoses are filled with
milk. This results in some
liquid running out of the
combi spout.
This is finally followed by
a foamer rinse.
The machine is now ready
for use.

Steps 7 to 9 and 16
Only if beverages
containing milk have
been previously
prepared.

Step 14
The cleaning process is
shortened by approx. 7
minutes if no beverages
containing milk have
been prepared and by
another 30 seconds if no
beverages containing
choc components have
been prepared since the
last cleaning.
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Mik system cleaning
1

3

2

Touch
in submenu cleaning
program.

Disconnect the milk hose
from the milk container.

6

Put cleaning tablet into
the blue cleaning
container.
Do not add water.

7

Milk system cleaning starts.
Duration approx. 7 minutes

Remove the cleaning
container and rinse
thoroughly. Attention hot!
Replace the cleaned milk
container.
Touch

4

Plug on milk hose and turn
to the left.

Cleaning container
inserted.
Observe message!

Touch

Touch

8

7.1
The hoses are filled with
milk. This results in some
liquid running out of the
combi spout.
This is finally followed by
a foamer rinse.

Mixer rinsing

5

Please immerse combi spout
at least weekly in cleaning
solution!
Touch
The machine is now ready
for use.
.

Instructions:
Milk system cleaning
For intermediate cleaning, see “Milk system cleaning” above.

Touch
submenu cleaning
program.

in

Mixer rinsing starts.
Duration approx. 30
seconds.
The machine is now ready
for use.

Manual combi spout cleaning

Manual combi sout cleaining
Perfom at least once per day.

Switch off using the ON/OFF button prior to cleaning. Unplug mains plug.

A
- Open front panel.
- Carefully release mixer hose from the mixer bowl.
- Pull forward the green marked lever next to the combi
spout.
- Carefully disconnect milk hose from combi spout.
- Push the green marked clip at the spout and remove
combi spout.
- Release mixer hose from combi spout*.

C*
- Turn the green stud on the bayonet connector
underneath the mixer bowl counter-clockwise to open.
Mixer bowl is released from the retaining catch.
The propeller for the mixer is now visible.
- Clean the propeller with a cloth.
- Dismantle two-piece mixer bowl.
- Clean both parts of mixer bowl and mixer hose under
warm running drinking water.
- Allow all parts to dry completely.

B
- Dismantle combi spout in 3 parts
- Mix 5 ml of WMF special cleaning agent with or dissolve a
special cleaning tablet for WMF milk system in 0,5 l
lukewarm water.
- Place mixer hose in cleaning solution*
- Place all three parts of the combi spout in cleaning solution.
All parts must be completely immersed in the cleaning
solution.
- After 5 hours, clean all parts thoroughly with a brush
- Rinse all parts of combi spout und mixer hose*
very thoroughly with clear water and reassemble.
.

D
- Reassemble and replace combi spout.
- Lock with the green marked lever next to the combi spout.
- Connect mixer hose* onto combi spout and mixer bowl.
- Connect milk hose onto combi spout.
- Reassemble and replace mixer bowl*.
- Close the green stud on the bayonet connector clockwise to close it.
- Close front panel.

*Only at machines with powder hopper
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